Tubular Running Assurance

Drop the Worry. Not the Strings.

When risk clouds every tubular handling operation, wouldn’t it be nice to have a little peace of mind?

Key to operational and well integrity is uninterrupted tubular running operations, but errors and oversight can lead to leaking, parted, or dropped strings. In addition to the safety hazards to field personnel, leaking, parted or dropped strings usually result in long fishing jobs that are not always successful, costly sidetracks, and, in the worst cases, well abandonment and loss of assets.

Our field-proven Vero® technology validates connection integrity with absolute certainty. The innovative StringGuard™ technology works in tandem with existing safety interlock systems to provide an additional layer of security.

The combination of these technologies significantly reduces the influences of human factors, mitigates nonproductive time, and delivers cost certainty. This innovative framework prevents leaking, parted, or dropped strings, safeguarding your investment and protecting your reputation. And when you don’t have to worry about leaking, parted, or dropped strings, you can rest easy knowing your investment is safeguarded and your reputation is protected.

Benefits of Tubular Running Assurance:

Establishes
Operational and Well Integrity

Prevents
Leaking, Parted, or Dropped Tubulars

Reduces
Operational Risk
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We know your challenges and are committed to helping you achieve your goals. That’s why we leverage our deep knowledge to provide innovative solutions that streamline your tubular running operations and maximize your efficiency.

Our world-first Vero technology automates precise makeup and digitizes evaluation to validate connection integrity with absolute certainty. The StringGuard technology confirms string weight is transferred to the elevators to prevent dropped casing and tubing strings.

Our trusted expertise and these technologies combine to go beyond conventional tubular running and deliver secure wells that last a lifetime.

“The Vero system paired with StringGuard technology delivers both connection and operational integrity, significantly reducing the influence of human factors, removing errors and oversights that can lead to safety incidents and costly remediation.”

Mark Porter, Global Vice President, Tubular Running Services